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 “The imagining of a city is one of the most powerful and important opportunities for 

citizens to experience and express their collective potential. And yet the design is often 

generated away from any public engagement. When I have been involved in change 

projects, I have seen what can happen when people discover the power they have to make 

their world. They move from consumer to producer, shifting from passive to active. They 

become designers, capable of engaging the world, questioning and challenging, and 

imagining possibilities.” 

 

--Bruce Mau 
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GLOSSARY 

 

Changemaking is the straightforward idea of acting to make a difference, typically with the goal 

of improving social justice. 

 

Community capacity is the recognition of a community’s potential while acknowledging 

existing barriers and challenges.  

 

Creative placemaking is the act of allowing local artists to both shape and represent 

neighborhood identities. 

 

Cultural displacement occurs when residents are excluded from the benefits of neighborhood 

change. This can be due to economics, discrimination, or merely a lack of inclusionary practices 

on behalf of the new residents, businesses, and services. 

 

Displacement is the broad concept of being forced out of one’s place. This can be a physical act, 

when residents are priced out of their homes and neighborhoods, or it can be cultural in nature. 

 

Disinvestment is the act of reducing or halting financial resources.  

 

Equity occurs when measures have been taken to insure that individuals and communities have 

what they need to be successful. It is different from ‘equality’ because it recognizes that different 

individuals and communities do not necessarily start on the same playing field with the same 

access to opportunity.  

 

Gentrification originally meant the replacement of working class residents with middle- and 

upper-class residents. In this research, it is defined specifically as a process of targeted new 

investment and development in urban neighborhoods. 

 

Latinx is a gender-inclusive term that replaces the traditional “Latino” or “Latina” descriptions 

of people of Latin American descent.   

 

Narrative is, at its core, a story or account of an experience that can be embedded with rhetoric 

depending on who controls its telling.  

 

Revitalization is a way of introducing new investment, development, and general attention to a 

given area. 
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CHAPTER ONE: AN INTRODUCTION 

 

Lillian: “A performance space?!” [kicks over sign] 

Kimmy: “Cool kick, Lillian!” 

Lillian: “This neighborhood is changing and none of us are gonna be able to live 

here...and they painted over the neighborhood mural of Biggie! Now how are we 

supposed to remember he’s dead?” 

Titus: “Why would anyone paint over a mural in this neighborhood? It’s just gonna get 

tagged.” 

Lillian: “But it hasn’t. Yesterday this happened. 24 hours and not one graffito. What a 

disgrace.” 

 

  In season two, episode 3 of Netflix series, Unbreakable Kimmy Schmidt (2016), character 

Lillian Kaushtupper becomes determined to stop the threat of gentrification she sees encroaching 

on the New York neighborhood she calls home. Specifically, she notices arts spaces and 

artisanal-obsessed, millennial hipsters moving in and is suspicious when she observes that no 

gang tags or other graffiti have appeared on a newly-painted wall. While in the past, developers 

have been depicted as money-grabbing villains in media, more recently the script has flipped. 

Gentrification has increasingly become the butt of jokes wherein development is seen as 

somewhat positive, or at least largely innocuous. Meanwhile, the individuals concerned about 

neighborhood change come off as paranoid or naive. In Lillian’s case, she is even determined to 

keep violence and crime an active part of the neighborhood, seemingly more concerned with 

maintaining the status quo than potentially improving quality of life.  
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It is clear that behavior such as Lillian’s is delusional and meant to elicit laughter, but 

how do such media depictions impact perceptions of real-world gentrification? Exaggerated and 

comical portrayals of neighborhood change set up gentrification as rather benign or a non-issue. 

At the same time, frenzied activists in mainstream media seem to lack alternative solutions to the 

problems plaguing neighborhoods most vulnerable to gentrification. Propping up White activists 

foolishly fixated on surface issues, these representations distract from the historic processes that 

have allowed for problematic, present realities. My research aims to critique that way of 

thinking, particularly by uncovering some of those historical processes, while also exploring how 

artists and arts organizations function in neighborhoods undergoing new development. 

Considering neighborhood change beyond population fluctuations, I’ve chosen to focus on the 

notion of cultural displacement and the threat new development poses to diverse communities. 

Finally, although many media depictions of anti-gentrification activists display concerned 

characters like Lillian as White, I’m interested in examining the ways in which race factor into 

the equation. 

 Gentrification, here defined as a process of targeted new investment and development in 

urban neighborhoods, is a form of neighborhood change that disproportionately impacts working 

class residents, renters, and people of color (POC) in a multitude of negative ways. These types 

of residents are traditionally left out of neighborhood decision-making, leaving them more 

vulnerable to a loss of cultural access and social currency compared to middle- and upper-class 

homeowners and White residents. My research looks at how several arts organizations and artists 

in Twin Cities neighborhoods initiate unique community engagement tactics, helping residents 

reclaim power through the telling of their own stories. This way of countering dominant 
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narrative surrounding neighborhood and cultural preservation can thus be seen as influential in 

empowering residents’ local activism.  

The term “gentrification” is relatively modern. Ruth Glass first coined the term in 1964 to 

describe the trend of a privileged or ruling class (the gentry) moving into London’s urban core. 

Glass posited that this movement led to the displacement of working class residents from their 

homes and businesses. Glass’s work sheds light on a phenomenon that continues to captivate 

researchers and theorists, who argue over its applicability to other cities. There are few agreed 

upon, definitive features that distinguish gentrification and subsequent displacement apart from 

more general population fluctuation. It is difficult to measure something like gentrification, 

especially when some argue it is a quickly occurring process. At the same time, others recognize 

current vulnerable neighborhood conditions as the result of cumulative, historic events and 

policies. This confusion can leave communities without a clear understanding of what to fight 

against. This means that in many instances, cities are already in the late stages of displacement 

before there is any consensus about whether or not they have become gentrified. Because of this, 

some cities implement proactive prevention strategies meant to protect residents from the 

possibility of harmful cultural and geographic displacement. 

Despite recognized development in the form of luxury condos and artisan shops, 

reportedly increasing rents, and overall demographic changes, local researcher Myron Orfield of 

the Institute on Metropolitan Opportunity recently claimed that gentrification is not occurring in 

the Twin Cities of Minneapolis and Saint Paul, Minnesota. He suggests that the data is also not 

indicative of any future threat (2016). Orfield’s report contributes to a national narrative that, at 

best, minimizes or mocks, and at worst, villainizes anti-gentrification activism. The subject is 

explored on popular television shows such as season 19 of Comedy Central’s, South Park 
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(2015), as well as the most recent seasons of Netflix series, Unbreakable Kimmy Schmidt (2016) 

and Flaked (2016). Showtime also takes on the subject on their show, Shameless (2016), while 

HBO tackles gentrification on Girls (2016).  

The television characters most concerned with changes in their neighborhoods are 

working class renters, a demographic with intersectional disadvantages, yet many of them are 

also White. Rather than focusing anger on the policies that allow developers to target working 

class neighborhoods and risk displacing residents with rising rents, the plots present a different 

common enemy. Specifically, they pit residents directly against the young, liberal, LGBTQ, 

“hipster” culture supposedly responsible for an influx of artist lofts and off-beat cafes. These 

stories poke fun at the notion of cultural preservation and suggest futility in neighborhood 

activism. These representations also largely erase the racial element of gentrification, assume the 

consequences of development and population change as natural, and mask policymakers’ role in 

the process. They understate the gravity of cultural and geographic displacement, and conceal the 

potential power of communities (and communities of color, in particular) engaging in 

neighborhood organizing.  

In the United States, gentrification has become especially relevant as debates erupt over 

immigration, segregation, and racism. In the face of rampant inequities, and at a time when 

institutional powers often dictate media coverage, arts organizations have an opportunity to tell 

new stories that run counter to the dominant, top-down framing of development and 

neighborhood change. The production of counter-narratives through art strengthens 

communities’ resilience in times of such change, and inspires grassroots activism among 

residents of Twin Cities’ neighborhoods facing the threat of displacement.  
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Methodology and Significance 

For this research, I chose one artist and two arts organizations as exemplary of the Twin 

Cities art scene. These decisions were largely based on such key factors as: proximity to 

neighborhoods susceptible to gentrification; stories centering the experiences of immigrants, 

communities of color and the working class; and overall engagement with diverse communities.  

● The artist, Wing Young Huie, is a photographer who has tackled numerous place-

based projects in the Twin Cities. My research will primarily focus on two of 

those projects: Lake Street USA (1997-2000) and The University Avenue Project 

(2007-2010), as well as the subsequent books published about each.  

● Mixed Blood Theatre in the Cedar-Riverside neighborhood of Minneapolis will 

also be discussed, taking a broad approach to the organization’s work in the 

community while also looking at the play, Ku soo Dhawaada Xaafadeena 

(Welcome to Our Neighborhood) (2011) which was the result of collaboration 

with Mixed Blood Theatre, Bedlam Theatre, and the Voices of Cedar-Riverside 

Ensemble.  

● Juxtaposition Arts in North Minneapolis, a visual arts training organization, 

contributes a youth-centered approach to this research, while still being heavily 

involved in community building and empowerment efforts. Special attention will 

be given to their programs, Visual Art Literacy Training (VALT), JXTA Lab, and 

Pathways to College and Careers (PaCC).  

While the focus of this research is on overall neighborhood change as it pertains to 

development, that development is arguably intertwined with many other aspects of changing 
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social dynamics. Presently, and across the board, people of color (POC) in the Twin Cities fare 

worse than White residents. Equity gaps exist in education, employment, health, income, and 

housing. The interconnected aspect of these inequities are significant to explore as they relate to 

gentrification. At the same time, the dominant narrative surrounding gentrification typically 

focuses on housing. For example, during the subprime lending housing crisis of the mid-to-late-

2000s, the Institute of Metropolitan Opportunity reported that POC suffered a higher rate of 

wealth loss and foreclosures than White homeowners in the Twin Cities (2014, p. 1). In addition, 

many POC are also renters who lack housing equity and local decision-making power when 

outnumbered by affluent homeowners. In the face of new development, disenfranchised residents 

face housing destabilization and the loss of access to crucial amenities like public transportation, 

jobs, neighborhood businesses, and community organizations.  

 This research utilizes an interdisciplinary method to understand the neighborhood 

changes and power structures currently transforming in the Twin Cities. The disciplines of 

sociology and urban planning provide framework by looking at the ways in which social 

engineering and public policy create neighborhood change. The decisions of policymakers and 

developers are woven into the dominant narrative as natural and for the common good. They 

often utilize mainstream media to justify or support the decisions being made regardless of the 

consequences felt by community members. In essence, they decide whose stories matter. On the 

other hand, art provides an avenue for the telling of less familiar stories. Art reinforces humanity 

lost in more traditional data delivery methods. By exploring community-centered art and 

storytelling with an emphasis on the history of urban planning in the Twin Cities, a more 

comprehensive understanding of present neighborhood power structures emerges. This holistic 

approach values neighborhood assets as a way of combating dislocation. It allows the lived 
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experiences of vulnerable populations to humanize the planning process, and exposes what’s at 

stake when neighborhoods experience new development, investment, and the social-engineering 

experiments that come along with such change. 
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CHAPTER TWO: PLACE-BASED ART AS STORYTELLING 

 

 In order to better understand the relationship between art and gentrification in the Twin 

Cities, it is important to look at ways in which art functions with regard to space. Art’s role is 

crucial in transforming the abstract concept of a space into a specific and identifiable place. This 

chapter explores art as a storytelling practice, with special focus on how one artist and two place-

based arts organizations empower communities to express their own narratives.  

Creative Placemaking and Neighborhood Aesthetics 

 “Creative placemaking,” or the belief that local artists have the power to both shape and 

represent neighborhood identities, drives many contemporary public arts efforts in the Twin 

Cities. At the same time, it is relevant to the scope of this research to recognize and explore how 

the beautification of space has historically signaled neighborhood revitalization or urban 

renewal. The controversial theory of “Broken Windows,” (Wilson & Kelling, 1982) suggested 

that the appearance of a given space influences human behavior. Specifically, Wilson and 

Kelling posited that aesthetically blemished spaces are harbingers of crime. In other words, 

abandoned or broken down buildings and places in disrepair invite crime to a particular area. 

There is then an emphasis on creating manicured and normalized spaces that fit within a certain 

puritanical idealism. Inherent in this theory is an assumption that if one keeps up with their home 

and their lawn, they follow an acceptable moral code. Orderly rows of homes and lawns stand in 

as signifiers of uniform, moral dwellers.  
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Yet, neighborhoods lacking the resources to better maintain buildings and public spaces 

are more heavily policed. Implementing policy around “Broken Windows” essentially targets 

low-income and disinvested neighborhoods, many of which are home to larger populations of 

people of color (POC). This creates a detrimental cycle for two major reasons. First, 

incarceration rates further deplete communities of resources that might otherwise solve issues 

such as building maintenance or vacant lots. Second, crime-saturated data allows the media to 

portray these neighborhoods as unsafe. When neighborhoods are perceived as hazardous, it is 

more likely that people with the means to live, work, or play elsewhere will do just that. How, 

then, can businesses within more impoverished neighborhoods thrive? What would drive people 

to buy houses in these neighborhoods? From where will the resources for a more sustainable 

local economy come? 

 The neighborhood-and-artist-driven aesthetic is what makes creative placemaking more 

radical than simply cleaning up a neighborhood. While it can represent investment in the 

neighborhood, it functions less as a full-on aesthetic sterilization. Green grass, white picket 

fences, and the “American Dream” conceptualization of home can stifle and homogenize 

neighborhoods. Creative placemaking, on the other hand, is welcoming; it displays value and 

caretaking, encourages perceptions of safety, yet retains a level of authenticity and personality. 

Public art, specifically art that is created by the community and occupying public space, can be a 

way of representing ownership over a space. It signifies a reclamation of occupant power.  

Although creative placemaking is seen as a more radical tactic for neighborhood 

revitalization, it can also signify the beginning of neighborhood gentrification. Theorist Pierre 

Bourdieu discusses this threat in “Distinction” (1984), when a creative neighborhood identity 

becomes commodified, regurgitated as “cool,” and then sold to the tastes of the middle- and 
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upper-class. The following sections discuss ways in which artists and arts organizations in the 

Twin Cities navigate space, placemaking, and community in order to preserve, rather than purely 

capitalize on, the cultural identity of residents. This is done while still contributing to the greater 

inward and outward narratives about specific neighborhoods, thus generating a sense of power 

and a capacity for affecting social change.  

Public Art and Neighborhood Narrative 

Lake Street USA 

While public art projects can certainly express facets of neighborhood identity, artist 

Wing Young Huie takes a particularly interesting approach by focusing on individuals and their 

stories. In 1996, Huie started photographing people along Lake Street, a roughly six mile artery 

that moves through twelve Minneapolis neighborhoods. Several of those neighborhoods are 

currently considered vulnerable to possible gentrification, including Powderhorn Park where 

Huie began this several-years-long project. In his own words, “I relied on serendipity to show me 

where photographs might be made. Often people would introduce me to, or suggest, other 

people. It was in this circuitous fashion that I came to know Lake Street,” (Huie, 2001, p. ix). 

The photos were captured in people’s homes, businesses, places of worship, and on the street. 

They were taken of groups of people gathering in public spaces or on front porches and they 

were taken of lone individuals. Photos were taken at city bus stops, shelters, and on the buses 

themselves. 

 The project took Huie roughly three years and five hundred rolls of film to complete. In 

the summer of 2000, the black and white photographs, 675 in all, were enlarged, printed, and 

hung on businesses along Lake Street. While Huie also produced informational brochures, the 

photographs themselves were hung without context, and were presented in juxtaposition to the 
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other urban photographs on display: advertisements. It was then up to the viewers to make sense 

of what they were seeing and extrapolate contextual relevance. In another book Huie published 

(2010), he references Lake Street USA and one viewer’s experience seeing the photographs 

displayed. Huie says: 

The remark that sticks with me was from a young woman. Normally, she told me, when 

she drives or walks down the avenue and spies something or someone compelling, she 

averts her eyes out of politeness, or discomfort. “Your photographs,” she said, “give me a 

chance to stare. And staring leads to knowing.” (p. 7) 

Whether viewers literally saw themselves on the side of a building or merely recognized the 

humanity of an “Other,” the project allowed for reflection, understanding, and growth. A large 

factor allowing such a unique experience was the unique gallery setting: the urban landscape. 

In addition to his displayed photographs, Huie spoke with the people he photographed 

and shared some of those stories in a book by the same name (2001). The stories cover race, 

religion, general life philosophies, crime, family, thoughts on the city, and cultural rituals. The 

book also explores new immigrant experience and historic immigrant presence. Many of the 

stories are presented beside multiple photographs, and it is up to the reader to determine whose 

story is being told. Often, the photographs are organized in a way that sheds light on the 

differences and similarities of diverse populations all occupying the same six-mile stretch of 

Lake Street. This organizational choice contributes its own story and perspective.  
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Figure 1. Photograph from Lake Street USA (2001), by Wing Young Huie.1 

 

On one page of Huie’s Lake Street USA, a photograph (Figure 1) in the top left-hand 

corner depicts a woman pushing a full cart as she crosses the street (Huie, 2001, p. 112), away 

from the designated crosswalk at the intersection of Lake Street and 3rd Avenue South (part of 

the Phillips Neighborhood of Minneapolis). In the background, traffic and recognizable 

McDonalds arches with the formidable message “ARMAGEDDON IS HERE,” seem to threaten 

the slim woman and her mound of belongings which cast a small shadow in the foreground. The 

other photograph (not pictured here), occupies the lower right-hand corner of the page. In it, a 

somewhat young looking Black man looks at the camera while resting against a short retaining 

wall at the intersection of Lake Street and Minnehaha Avenue (in the Longfellow Neighborhood 

of Minneapolis), somewhat assertively postured with one leg up. A Wendy’s parking lot, a bus 
                                                
1 Figure 1 image, and images for Figures 2, 3, 6 and 7 are used with permission of the artist. 
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shelter advertising The Lion King II: Simba’s Pride, and a receding person make up the 

background.  

The most apparent common thread between these two photographs are of course their 

proximity to Lake Street, as well as the presence of familiar fast food chains. The story told in 

two short paragraphs on this page focuses on the woman in the first image, but simultaneously 

gives complexity to both photographs. Huie describes the cart-pushing woman as a Cambodian 

immigrant who spends her days, regardless of the conditions, collecting recyclables “for the 

money ($16 on a good day) and because it gives her a purpose every week”. He goes on to state 

that “it’s hard work and her legs are bruised from the rocks kids throw at her”. The young-

looking man in the second photograph, and the children’s movie advertised behind him, 

seemingly represent the modern American culture (and the rock-throwing youth) that the 

immigrant woman is up against. At the same time, mainstream representations of Black men 

perpetuate stereotypes about crime and violence. Conveying the man in the second photograph 

beside the children’s movie poster, which reads “THE CIRCLE OF LIFE CONTINUES…” 

could actually refer to the dangerous cycle of misrepresenting communities. Reading the image 

this way, the man suddenly appears more vulnerable than at first glance. He, too, is susceptible to 

the threats of urban life (“ARMAGEDDON”) and historically oppressive institutions of power. 

The choice of placing these photographs and this story on one page is striking. It creates a sort of 

understanding and empathy for the experience of both subjects. The page asks viewers to look 

more critically at the urban environment, leaving assumptions at the door. 
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University Avenue Project 

 In 2006, a new project began to take shape. Huie’s involvement was initially only 

intended to include public art in the transformation of University Avenue’s only public “green” 

space, Dickerman Park (Huie, 2010, p. 13). However, growing concerns over the planned 

construction of a rail line (now the Metro Transit Green Line) connecting Saint Paul to 

Minneapolis led Public Art Saint Paul’s president, Christine podas-Larson, to consider how the 

surrounding neighborhoods might soon change (p. 8). In light of this, Huie was tasked with the 

mission of photographing a six mile stretch of University Avenue in much the same way he had 

for the Lake Street USA (2001) project, and his Frogtown (1993-1995) project before that.  

Like his previous projects, Huie allowed the people in the neighborhoods along 

University Avenue to guide his work. In addition to photographs, he once again collected their 

stories. This time, however, he “also decided to incorporate words directly into many of the 

photographs,” (2010, p. 9). Using chalkboards, poster board, and sometimes just notebook paper, 

Huie provides his subjects with a variety of prompts, and The University Avenue Project (Huie, 

2010) is born. In some ways, this removes some of the guesswork for viewers of the publicly 

displayed art. However, it also adds a layer of curiosity and intrigue as participating subjects 

respond to the following prompts: 

● What are you? Describe yourself in a couple of sentences. 

● How do you think others see you? What don’t they see? 

● What advice would you give a stranger? 

● What is your favorite word? 

● Describe an incident that changed you. 
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● How has race affected you? (p. 9) 

This new implementation of embedded language aided in shifting the power source from Huie as 

documentary photographer to the subjects themselves. Further, the questions challenge the 

traditional top-down assignment of identity from mainstream media and society in general. 

Subjects are granted authority and empowered to point out the differences between who they are 

versus who others perceive them to be. They are encouraged to share their own stories, and 

explore how they make sense of themselves. 

The University Avenue Project differs from previous projects in several other ways, as 

well. First is Huie’s portrayal of a wide variety of students, including youth as well as adult-

learners (p. 9). This contributes a richness to the storytelling process, as it acknowledges the 

growth of cultural awareness in learning environments. Second, many of the photographs are 

printed in color. This provides viewers with a more raw sense of urban space. The loudness, 

boldness, and busy nature of streets, shops, and public life are more vibrantly expressed. Finally, 

what makes The University Avenue Project stand apart from his previous works is how Huie and 

collaborators created a multimedia and multimodal experience, expanding beyond hung 

photographs to also include digital projection, musical accompaniment, dance, and other forms 

of art.  

 Like Lake Street USA, Huie’s The University Avenue Project led to publication. In two 

volumes published by the Minnesota Historical Society, the books include photographs and 

stories. Some stories are told through direct quotes from the subjects, while others are told by 

Huie in the third person. As previously mentioned, one element Huie introduced in The 

University Avenue Project is the inclusion of photographs with chalkboards or other material 

showing the subjects’ responses to prompts in their own handwriting - misspellings and all. 
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Some of the images stand alone, several have double-page spreads, and many have Huie’s 

signature narrative-producing approach merely based on their positional relation to one another.  

 
Figure 2. Photograph from The University Avenue Project (Volume II) by Wing Young Huie. 

In The University Avenue Project (Volume I), a double-page spread shows two side-by-

side, black-and-white photographs capturing four different people each holding chalkboards 

(2010, p. 46-47). The left image (Figure 2) shows a light-complexioned person wearing a dark 

hat and glasses, whose chalkboard reads, “People think I’m Christian, heterosexual, and rich. I’m 

none of those things.” Sitting beside them is a dark-complexioned person wearing a light-colored 

hijab and glasses, whose chalkboard reads, “I want them to see me as a normal person. Someone 

who could be their daughter, mother, wife, a human being.” The right image (Figure 3 on next 

page) shows a light-complexioned man holding a chalkboard stating, “Race? I’ve been 

confronted by it, charmed by it and humbled by it. I have a Latina daughter,” and he is leaning 
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against a wall. On what appears to be the other side of the wall stands a young, dark-

complexioned woman in hijab with a chalkboard that says, “go somewhere where nobody knows 

you and see how you feel.” The positional relationships between the stories being told in the 

spread about race, religion, sexuality, and gender create their own unified story highlighting the 

intersection of vulnerability and assumptions.  

Figure 3. Photograph from The University Avenue Project (Volume II) by Wing Young Huie. 

 These themes, and the confrontation of misplaced assumptions, recur throughout The 

University Avenue Project. The narrative it creates about the neighborhoods and residents is 

important to the placemaking process in that it establishes a launching point for conversations 

about identity. Especially in times of upcoming development and neighborhood change, the 

perspectives of the people that populate that area are crucial in determining how to best navigate 
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those changes. Historically, these changes have been steered by people outside of the 

community. However, projects like The University Avenue Project help neighbors meet one 

another, discover common experiences, and work together to take ownership over their 

community. 

Theater Arts and Neighborhood Narrative 

 Similar to how Huie’s photography can allow subjects to view themselves differently and 

viewers to see themselves in the Other, theater allows audiences to immerse themselves in a 

world that may or may not look similar to their own. This makes it uniquely qualified at 

educating audiences about the Other, about themselves, and about empathy in general. While 

there are many theater groups in the Twin Cities working to create radical narratives that counter 

the dominant ideologies of the ruling class, Mixed Blood Theatre does this exceptionally with a 

focus on their neighborhood and the communities within it. While Huie’s work in public art 

certainly provokes necessary community conversations and reflection about society, Mixed 

Blood Theatre is an example of a local arts organization working to both inspire dialogue and 

create actionable change through theater.  

Mixed Blood Theatre 

 Located in the Cedar-Riverside neighborhood of Minneapolis, Mixed Blood Theatre 

strives to be “the definitive destination where theater artists and audiences representing the 

global village can create and share work that spawns a ripple effect of social change, and 

revolutionizes access to theater,” (Mixed Blood Theatre Vision Statement). The organization 

purposefully hires cast and crew diverse in age, race, sexuality, gender, and ability. Together, 

Mixed Blood Theatre artists work to tell stories from a wide range of viewpoints and 

experiences.  
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 In addition to Mixed Blood’s physical theatre, they perform throughout the upper 

midwest to spread their messages of social change and justice. They customize performances for 

businesses in the public and private sectors, because they recognize that: 

The workplace is a principal arena of interaction for people of broad cultural and socio-

economic differences, and often the center point for important policy decisions that affect 

the way that business is conducted and customers/constituents are served. Using the 

language and traditions of live theatre—music, dance, comedy, and satire—the tailor-

made plays, produced by and with artists of color, provoke awareness and provide skill 

building opportunities that help employees and workplaces confront barriers to personal 

and business success. (Mixed Blood Theatre Website, “On the Job”) 

Mixed Blood has harnessed the power of educating through theater, specifically focusing on 

respect, inclusion, and the value of diversity. They use a variety of art forms but ultimately their 

work constitutes storytelling, with an emphasis on social justice and changemaking.   

Ku soo Dhawaada Xaafadeena (Welcome to Our Neighborhood) 

In the summer of 2011, Mixed Blood and Bedlam Theatres co-presented Ku soo 

Dhawaada Xaafadeena (Welcome to Our Neighborhood), an original play created by 

screenwriter-playwright David L. Grant in collaboration with residents of the Cedar-Riverside 

neighborhood. After many conversations and with input from the young actors, Ku soo 

Dhawaada Xaafadeena became a community-centric narrative about the experiences of Somali 

immigrants in Cedar-Riverside. Considering the Twin Cities, and Cedar-Riverside in particular, 

are purported to have one of the largest population of Somali immigrants and Somali Americans 

in the United States (American Community Survey Briefs, 2014), these stories are essential to 

the broader neighborhood narrative. Mainstream media does little to contribute positive narrative 
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about Somali people beyond furthering stereotypes based on religious extremists and terrorism. 

The play deals with this topic, too, as a main character is accused of harboring his friend, a 

suspected terrorist. However, the plot takes a much more balanced approach, giving dimension to 

a narrative that is normally controlled by the media and negatively delivered. 

In Ku soo Dhawaada Xaafadeena, characters act out cultural rituals, one of which was 

discussed in an earlier section about Wing Young Huie’s Lake Street USA project: the gathering 

of Somali men to drink coffee while discussing politics, philosophy, and daily life. In fact, much 

of the performance takes place at a small Somali store, with the Ralph Rapson designed 

Riverside Plaza as the backdrop. Occasional scenes are also set inside a rental unit within one of 

the six Riverside Plaza towers, a landmark known by many outsiders simply passing by the 

neighborhood. Rather than the towers standing as merely a physical or visual representation of 

the Other, however, the play brings us inside. Here, audiences bear witness to families not unlike 

their own: strong matriarchs in conversation, conflict between teenagers and their parents, and of 

course, the all-important, food.  

The common immigrant experience of missing traditional food from home is an 

interesting element in Ku soo Dhawaada Xaafadeena. Not only are many traditional foods 

difficult to find, but the lack of quality, fresh meat and produce in many urban, low-income 

neighborhoods means that processed, convenience foods are more commonplace. While various 

Twin Cities organizations are working to change this, many of the neighborhoods deemed 

vulnerable to gentrification are also deemed food deserts2. Nostalgia about animal husbandry and 

                                                
2 While the United States Department of Agriculture has a variety of factors used to measure food access and 

determine “food deserts,” one basic definition is “an area, usually low-income, in which many residents cannot 

easily get to stores that sell affordable, healthful foods,” (Dictionary.com) 
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dreams of communal farming are discussed by various characters, now relegated to life as 

Minneapolis taxi drivers or small business owners. 

As the name would suggest, Ku soo Dhawaada Xaafadeena (Welcome to Our 

Neighborhood) acknowledges an audience that may not be familiar with the community beyond 

what they see on the news. The play is both for the neighborhood and those outsiders who may 

have misconceptions about Cedar-Riverside and Somali immigrants in general. One of the leads, 

Hamdi Mohammed, says of her character, Nadifa:  

I can relate to her. She’s trying to do something for her community. She doesn’t look at 

the neighborhood and think of it as most people view it. It’s mostly outsiders who view it 

so negatively. She’s doing something to, like, make a difference. She doesn’t give up. 

(Minnesota Spokesman-Recorder, 2011) 

The play makes Cedar-Riverside and its inhabitants their own narrative source, and channels that 

narrative into theatre, a powerful and important educational tool.  

Future Narratives: Art and the Creative Sector 

Though art is crucial in shifting narratives and perspectives, it’s still necessary to make 

sure that future artists are able to tell stories that matter to their communities. Part of making this 

possible? Finding ways for those artists to be fairly compensated for such work. Mainstream 

television and film paid for by corporate advertisers can easily reach wide audiences and deliver 

messages about topics like gentrification, while diminishing the damage it does to communities 

of color in particular. This makes it that much more important that arts organizations are 

cultivating future, educated talent who can compete, at least on a local level, with such narrative. 

One thing that often associates the Twin Cities with other places that have experienced 

gentrification such as the San Francisco Bay Area or New York City is the creative economy and 
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vitality found here. Further compounding the gentrification threat is the fact that, as with many 

other aspects of life in the Twin Cities, there is a steep racial gap in the local creative sector. 

While the Twin Cities boast a rich arts and culture scene, numerous studies have shown that 

certain groups, particularly people of color, do not profit equally from the creative economy.  

The Minneapolis Creative Index 2015: Understanding the Scale and Impact of 

Minneapolis’ Creative Sector (Kayim, Engh, and Nicodemus, 2015) breaks down specific 

discrepancies, illustrating that “there are fewer people of color employed in creative jobs 

compared to all metropolitan area workers (9 percent and 14 percent, respectively),” (p. 21). In 

addition to data points, the authors of this report include stories from working artists of color to 

illustrate challenges they’ve faced in their field. They also outline possible solutions for arts 

organizations and employers in the creative sector. Specifically, the authors identified the 

following themes from those interviewed: “they face structural racism in school and at work; 

they fight to get a meaningful spot at the table and resources to do their work; they are not seen 

as qualified,” (p. 21). Two of the repeated solutions put forward by working artists of color 

interviewed for the report are to 1) “Organize and learn from peers and mentors,” and  

2) “Cultivate places where young people of color can engage in hands-on learning from people 

who look like them,” (21). Fortunately, both solutions are already being acted on by several local 

organizations, including Juxtaposition Arts (JXTA) based out of North Minneapolis.  

Juxtaposition Arts (JXTA) 

 North Minneapolis is made up of a variety of neighborhoods, each with unique identities. 

Yet, the prevailing outsider perceptions of the Northside involve crime, concentrated poverty, 

and people of color. Founded in 1995 by Northside natives, DeAnna Cummings, Roger 

Cummings, and Peyton Russell, JXTA began as a small studio arts program for North 
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Minneapolis youth. Here, they can engage in an extracurricular arts education free of charge. Art 

was an important outlet to the founders who also deeply valued the Northside community, and 

they saw an important opportunity to merge the two. Since then, JXTA has grown into a 

nationally known institution cultivating the talent of future creatives in the Twin Cities. They 

also offer arts programming for adults, partner with local businesses, and even sell art made in 

their studios. JXTA’s primary focus is on youth who live in or attend school on the Northside, 

offering valuable skills to blossoming, young artists.  

 Beginning with the requisite Visual Arts Literacy Training (VALT) introductory 

workshop, students learn arts fundamentals while developing expertise and confidence. Once 

students have honed their artistry in VALT, they are able to put those skills to use in paid 

apprenticeships through JXTA Lab. JXTA Lab participants gain real creative arts resume- and 

portfolio-building experience, and are compensated for their work. This programming not only 

has the potential to challenge the pattern of a primarily White creative sector, but also helps 

develop project management and leadership that can be translated to many other disciplines. 

In the summer of 2016, artists from the Juxtaposition Arts Contemporary Art Studio 

created a mural (Figure 4 on next page) along West Broadway Avenue in North Minneapolis 

entitled “Who We Are”. The design was conceived of as a way “to honor and affirm black life 

through a celebration of ancestry” (JXTA Blog, 2016), and portrays a spin on the traditional, 

religion-based “Madonna” imagery. Here, artists show a Black woman as the mother of God and, 

like sunbeams, the life and power of Black revolutionaries are radiating out from her. Not only is   
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Figure 4. Photograph of “Who We Are” mural (2016), taken by Juxtaposition Arts. 

this creative work that artists in JXTA can cite as an example of their experience and 

contribution to the creative arts sector, but the work itself stands as a powerful counter-narrative 

to more typical, mainstream representations which characterizes the Northside as crime-ridden 

and the broader Black community as weak. Instead, the lives depicted here stand as reminders of 

the many stories of perseverance and collective strength from within the Black community. In 

doing so, the piece takes control of the narrative through which the community sees itself as well 

as how outsiders (should) see the community. The mural was unveiled at the 10th annual FLOW 

Northside Art Crawl (Figure 5 on next page). While art crawls to showcase and support local  
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artists are common in the Twin Cities, especially in areas dense with artist lofts, FLOW 

highlights local artists while simultaneously celebrating the North Minneapolis community in 

general.  

 
Figure 5. Community members in front of “Who We Are” mural at FLOW Northside Art Crawl (2016), photograph 

by Angelique Kingsbury. 
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CHAPTER THREE: COMMUNITY-CENTERED REVITALIZATION 

 

The concept of “revitalization” is frequently found in gentrification literature and is 

behind many arguments for new development in underserved neighborhoods. The word itself 

suggests that the new life and new resources coming into an area are not only positive, but also 

essential or vital to the continuation of habitability. Inversely is the implication that the lives or 

the cultural vigor of pre-existing populations in a given space are somehow non-existent or 

otherwise undesirable. This logic sets up a savior-victim complex in which the space, the 

neighborhood, and the land have potential, but only if an external force intervenes. Typically this 

happens from the top-down, with outsiders taking over for the current occupants in order to bring 

the potential to fruition.  

Of course, there are many living in impoverished communities who are vulnerable to 

gentrification but also advocate for so-called revitalization. When you live in an underserved 

community, you see and feel what outsiders only absorb as statistics. You have a personal, 

vested interest and desire to stimulate the local economy. You, your family, and your neighbors 

could benefit from improved services like better funding for public schools and accessible, 

public green space. Few residents would argue against increased access to fresh and affordable 

food. There are basic amenities that fall under the umbrella of “revitalization” and at their core, 

the purpose is to enhance quality of life.  
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The problem, however, stems from the fact that development doesn’t necessarily focus on 

enhancing current occupants’ quality of life. Without appropriate community input, development 

can even ultimately exclude certain residents from possible benefits. This section explores the 

ways in which identified local artists and arts organizations are supporting the implementation of 

creative alternatives to traditional development practices. Instead of a more normative, top-down 

approach that interferes with communities, these creative alternatives allow residents to achieve 

similar, life-enhancing goals without sacrificing their power and becoming culturally or even 

geographically displaced. 

Access and Inclusivity 

Gentrification literature, as Tom Slater discusses in “The Eviction of Critical Perspectives 

from Gentrification Research,” frequently focuses on the gentrifiers or newcomers to 

neighborhoods “as if the middle classes are the only characters occupying the stage of the 

gentrification, with the working-class backstage, both perennial understudies and perennially 

understudied,” (2006, p. 744). Thus, in a conversation about gentrification, part of what makes 

the work of Wing Young Huie, Mixed Blood Theatre and Juxtaposition Arts especially important 

is their unique embrace of the communities with which they work. Such cultural beacons provide 

space for the working-class, renters, and people of color living and working in neighborhoods to 

tell stories that might otherwise go unheard. By telling these stories and generating dialogue, 

community members are able to brandish power they’re often denied at an institutional level. 

Radical art not only provides space for that, but it also helps citizens take an even more active 

role in their communities by increasing access to the decision-making arena. 

Poor access is a barrier that so often prevents individuals from participating in any 

number of fields, including the Arts and the political realm, as relevant to this research. In order 
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to make communities more equitable and sustainable, the (proverbial and literal) decision-

making table must be accessible. Sometimes, getting people to that table involves active 

engagement in other arenas as a sort of gateway. Arts engagement, for example, can encourage 

communities to learn from one another, form relationships, and discuss the broad spectrum of 

issues neighborhoods face. This research seeks to show how arts engagement leads to 

collaboration, allowing communities to find creative solutions against the threat of displacement 

during developmental change. The artist and arts organizations discussed here exemplify the 

greater processes and negotiations that take place in such situations. They do so by prioritizing 

access and relationship-building among the working-class, people of color, and other pre-

existing populations of the given neighborhoods in which they work.   

Unlike a typical art gallery or museum, there is no monetary cost associated with viewing 

or interacting with most of Wing Young Huie’s art. For the duration of his exhibitions, the art is 

not only accessible but nearly inescapable for those who live, work, or play along the streets and 

neighborhoods where the work is hung. While Lake Street USA more strictly led to natural 

conversations taking place on the street as viewers observed the photographs, Huie took a 

different approach with The University Avenue Project. By having a central gathering place for 

community to take in art through projections, music, spoken word, and dance, viewers could 

participate in a variety of ways. At the same time, the project granted access to atypical but 

intentional space designed for the consumption of art. Centering the activity in a vacant parking 

lot along a busy avenue rather than confined by physical and metaphoric walls in a gallery, Huie 

waived the standard fees and overall stuffiness that might more normally accompany an art 

show.  
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Further, Huie’s subject matter is arguably more approachable than that found in a 

traditional museum or gallery. It often depicts everyday environments, everyday people, and 

everyday experiences, even if the specific challenges or precise situations aren’t entirely 

universal. When presented in his signature oppositional style, Huie’s work asks observers to seek 

themselves in the Other portrayed. The people viewing are thus also the people viewed, whether 

literally or merely through the read similarities and the humanity of the subjects viewed. His 

curatorial style blends with the subject’s own words and surroundings to create an engagement 

with the images as well as fellow viewers, especially when taken in en masse at the community 

space.  

Mixed Blood Theatre also works in the realm of accessibility, implementing policies and 

practices designed to encourage inclusivity and engagement. Its focus is especially on those who 

live near the theatre in Cedar-Riverside, a neighborhood with a concentration of public housing 

serving a large Somali immigrant population. The theatre also has initiatives concentrating on 

outreach to other groups more commonly excluded from local art (and specifically theater) 

scenes. Through initiatives like Radical Hospitality, Mixed Blood offers free tickets on a first 

come/first served basis (Mixed Blood Theatre, n.d.) removing the potentially cost-prohibitive 

aspect of theater for some. The Latino Initiative concentrates on the active production of work 

“by, with, for, and/or about Latinos,” (Mixed Blood Theatre, n.d.) with the goal of incorporating 

more Latinx voices and attracting wider audiences from the community.  

Mixed Blood Theatre’s Disability Initiative also works toward an overarching inclusivity 

objective, focusing on making performances more accessible to people living with disabilities. A 

more welcoming and accessible space is created by complimentary admission and transportation, 

as well as the installation of a variety of logistical features in and around the theater. In an effort 
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to increase disability visibility (or a public consciousness with regard to realities and challenges 

of living with disabilities), Mixed Blood also works to incorporate more stories and commission 

the talent of people living with disabilities. People affected by disabilities thus have a platform to 

tell their own stories to outsiders, and unique opportunities to see themselves or loved ones 

reflected authentically in art. 

 While both Wing Young Huie and Mixed Blood Theatre have made deliberate efforts in 

the improvement of community access to art, Juxtaposition Arts (JXTA) was almost explicitly 

started for the purpose of improving accessibility to arts education and personal empowerment 

for youth on the Northside of Minneapolis. Participants are provided with bus passes to make it 

easier to attend programming, and the programming itself operates as an extracurricular activity 

that might otherwise be unavailable at underfunded schools within the community. With cost-

burdened households making participation in extracurricular activities more difficult for families 

in North Minneapolis, the fact that JXTA is free makes it exceptionally inclusive.  

Further, students who successfully complete the introductory Visual Arts Literacy 

Training (VALT) actually have the opportunity to make money through projects with JXTA 

Labs. This becomes important when students reach high school age and may have more familial 

expectations to get jobs and help with household costs. Paid work experience also makes the idea 

of a future career in the creative sector seem like a real possibility. Participants make connections 

and build relationships with employers through internships, gaining real world experience before 

they even graduate from high school.  

Access to programs like JXTA also helps counter damage from the ever-present, school-

to-prison pipeline, something of particular concern in low-income neighborhoods with 

underfunded and overcrowded schools. Research suggests that implemented policies like “Zero 
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Tolerance” and a stronger police presence in schools have been and continue to be especially 

harmful to adolescent, Black, K-12 students who are more likely to receive out-of-school 

suspensions and expulsions than White students (United States Department of Education, 2016, 

p. 3-4). Encounters with law enforcement at an early age as well as being dismissed from school 

are situations that make it difficult for some students to graduate, or to even put faith in the 

educational system itself. Yet, JXTA’s programs have been successful at empowering North 

Minneapolis youth to break down those barriers and succeed: 

JXTA’s art/design-based revitalization efforts are firmly rooted in local community 

resources and are regularly shared and celebrated for its long-term impacts. All of the 

kids involved in JXTA programs for at least two years have graduated from high 

school—a significant breakthrough in North Minneapolis where graduation rates are 

typically less than 50 percent. (Juxtaposition Arts, 2014) 

Further, JXTA initiated a pilot program called Pathways to College and Career (PaCC) as one 

way of combating the challenges already faced by Northside youth when it comes to accessing 

higher education and success in the career world. JXTA has connected participants with college 

students in the University of Minnesota’s Landscape Architecture Department since 2005, 

something that on its own helps cultivate access to higher education, curriculum-based resources, 

and useful networking. In 2015, JXTA decided to study the relationships being formed and build 

a curriculum to better prepare students for college and beyond (Juxtaposition Arts’ Pathways to 

College and Career Final Report, 2015).  The curriculum covers everything from types of higher 

education, application essay writing, career paths, interview help, and even a separate 

entrepreneurial exploration curriculum. This type of work is not only necessary for youth in the 
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Northside, but relevant for all youth facing barriers as they navigate the higher education system 

and job market.  

Radical Occupation 

 Art’s ability to encourage community-driven change is a radical and political act, even if 

the act itself is purely that of taking up space. Making room for oppositional ideas is not 

something that comes easily, so when the mere presence of art somehow opposes normative 

policies and procedures, it is noteworthy. Being physically present can make people notice, 

causing creative disruptions and influencing social change.  

 
Figure 6. Photograph of Lake Street USA bus shelter installation by Wing Young Huie, beside a film advertisement. 

 

A compelling example of radical occupation is found in Wing Young Huie’s tendency to 

publicly display his art in the urban environment. The architects, urban designers, city planners, 
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and advertising creatives who, in essence, created the urban furniture or backdrop for Huie’s 

photography, are all a part of the final result. They dictate where automobiles drive and 

pedestrians walk. Decisions are made about spaces where “no loitering” is allowed, and where 

gathering is welcome, such as bus shelters and green space. The buildings send messages 

embedded in their material, in their smooth or rough edges, and in an abundance of windows or a 

lack thereof. Advertisements on bus shelters and billboards convey cultural values of beauty, 

desire, consumerism, and control. Yet there, in the midst of this, are Huie’s photographs.  

 
Figure 7. Photograph of man observing installations on Chicago Avenue, by Wing Young Huie. 

 

At first glance, photography installations in urban environments are easily mistaken for 

advertisements (Figure 6). In that sense, they blend in with their surroundings. Further, many of 
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Huie’s photographs show people roaming those same streets so that hanging their photographs 

on buildings is akin to mounting mirrors (Figure 7). At the same time, there is a certain 

expectation, especially on urban streets, of keeping one’s eyes low, blending in, and going about 

one’s own business. To actually have an invitation to stop and stare while in public space, and to 

contemplate oneself, one’s occupation of space, and one’s neighbors in that space, is a radical 

act. One could equate them with advertisements, in a sense, but instead of more standard, 

exploitative and capitalistic goals, they advertise the community and invite contemplation about 

what it means to be in that space. 

Mixed Blood Theatre’s presence as a theater in an old firehouse planted in the midst of a 

largely low-income and renter-saturated neighborhood is also a disruption. Simply by being in 

Cedar-Riverside, Mixed Blood makes its own meaning. It acknowledges the fact that theater is 

not just for the wealthy, and does not only happen in White space for White audiences. Mixed 

Blood explicitly builds programming and initiatives to bring in artists and audiences that don’t fit 

the standard, stereotypical box of theater-actors or theater-goers. By offering fresh, innovative 

performance pieces, Mixed Blood performers remind audiences that there are many ways to tell 

stories, and many stories to be told. It reminds audiences that some stories are told more often, 

and valued more, by Western society. Doing this work in this specific place, Mixed Blood 

encourages community-centered, fresh perspectives and radical solutions to social and structural 

problems.  

JXTA, like Mixed Blood Theatre, was once a physical and conceptual disruption to the 

flow of their own neighborhood. When they started out in 1995, JXTA was headquartered in the 

private studio of one of the founders. In 2004, they purchased three buildings on the corner of 

Emerson Avenue North and West Broadway in North Minneapolis (Juxtaposition Arts History 
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webpage). At the time, they were surrounded by what co-founder DeAnna Cummings refers to 

as, “vacant and abandoned buildings,” yet the area has since grown to have what she describes as 

“thriving nonprofits and small businesses,” (Nonprofits Assistance Fund Client Stories). Further, 

“Since JXTA opened its doors on Emerson Avenue North in 2004, there have been $47 million 

in investments in the area,” (JXTA, 2014). The interruption of new energy and young, 

empowered residents brought with it new community-centered development. Through their 

radical yet intentional cultivation, the development fits with JXTA’s engaged and equitable goals 

for the Northside.  

Dialogue as Changemaking Discourse 

 While access and radical presence are crucial, dialogue is a necessary component in 

furthering those steps toward ultimately creating positive change. Art and radical creativity have 

the power to provoke much-needed discourse. Wing Young Huie’s work exists on a more radical 

realm than mere photography, with each image carrying with it many stories. Sometimes the 

stories are found in conversations between Huie as the artist/photographer and his subjects. 

Occasionally the stories reflect exchanges held by his subjects with one another. Of course, new 

stories can also emerge after the photos are developed and installed. Some of these come about 

as viewers question their purpose when they encounter the works in public space. Other 

discussions unfold in designated areas such as The University Avenue Project central gathering 

point in a Midway parking lot. Still more occur in classrooms and lectures Huie delivers at 

schools and conferences. The themes Huie explores, particularly race and poverty, are 

simultaneously difficult and important. Too often, the Other exists as either a scary unknown or a 

type of shallow, cultural commodity that exists in the urban environment as an object to be 
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consumed. By confronting these topics and instigating actual conversations, Huie’s work is 

essential to creating larger social change.  

 Mixed Blood Theatre uses both its art and mission to generate discourse about critical 

themes impacting local communities. Exploring issues that are underrepresented in conventional 

theater is something at which Mixed Blood excels, and changemaking is one goal of such work. 

Investigating under-explored topics (including immigrant experience, living with disabilities, 

etc.) through theater can launch larger conversations among those consuming the art, which is 

one way of inciting change. Mixed Blood also explicitly works on creative problem solving and 

changemaking through touring performances, delivering customized acts to schools and 

businesses in order to shine light on areas of concern such as gender discrimination and other 

forms of social injustice. Educational storytelling is embraced by the organization, and it does 

not shy away from what are often considered challenging conversations. 

 Whereas Huie and Mixed Blood inspire conversations for the public and also facilitate 

dialogue through private lectures and performances, JXTA begins its work by rousing 

conversations amongst the youth in their programming. Students learn art skill fundamentals, 

true, but are simultaneously encouraged to learn about the systems that shape their communities 

and the world. They are taught to talk about their experiences and put their voice and worldview 

into the work that they do. The end result, in the form of creative work, then has the power to 

radiate into conversations in the greater community. This means a dialogue continues both in 

North Minneapolis and anywhere else JXTA participants take their knowledge and expertise, 

including private and public spaces throughout the Twin Cities.  

JXTA’s expansive role in collaboration and discourse, starting with talented youth from 

the Northside, is in part what has led them to win numerous grants and awards. They received a 
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Bush Prize in 2014, about which they said: “Relationships fuel all of JXTA’s efforts to solve 

problems and harness opportunities in our community. We invest in people first – including 

members of the community that are often overlooked in formal engagement,” (JXTA, 2014). 

Ultimately, discourse for JXTA is centered on relationships. It is about community collaboration 

and cultivating the change they wish to see. At the same time, though a secondary focus and 

benefit, JXTA provides the greater metro area with a window into the contemporary state of 

North Minneapolis, generating conversations that challenge the often disparaging mainstream 

narrative. While perhaps it should not be the responsibility of a given community to educate the 

larger public on their worth, JXTA recognizes their community members as assets and the 

conversations that evolve from that recognition put the focus on continuing to support pre-

existing community members in the occupation of their neighborhoods. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: EMBRACING COMMUNITY CAPACITY 

 

Communities are generally defined by mutually shared characteristics, held values, or 

stakes. Neighborhoods are thus their own communities based on geographic location, with 

boundaries prescribed by city planners. At the same time, that location comes with a whole 

assortment of features that make up part of the overall community’s identity. Things like 

businesses, public space, and population demographics all help shape a given community. 

Though some defining features of a community may be widely understood, the history behind 

how things came to be is regularly, whether intentional or not, shielded from wider public 

consumption. It is largely left up to the media to decide what and how to portray the stories and 

overall narrative of a given area. Obstacles faced by communities, even when they are the direct 

result of policy decisions, may be presented as natural. Blame is often placed solely on the 

communities themselves. For these reasons, certain assets that create a community’s power and 

the truth behind their potentially limited capacity may be less accessible to the public. 

As the previous sections explored, art has the power to drive community-centered 

narrative and impart discourse around experiential authenticity. In other words, art can act as a 

translator, using powerful devices that better reveal intricacies about community identity 

compared with raw data and potentially-biased media attention. Arguably, and especially without 

empowering outlets, communities art at risk of becoming inadvertently wrapped up in identities 

formed from the outside or the top-down. When this happens, media depictions and data-driven 

reports lacking qualitative perspective usually steer the narrative. The can unfairly influence 

those who shape policy and make planning decisions.  
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The last chapter asserted that communities experiencing higher levels of poverty are 

considered, especially by outsiders and policymakers but also by some community members, as 

beneficiaries of new development. “Revitalization” can bring to a community amenities that 

were previously minimal or absent, attracting new patrons and revenue for local businesses. With 

this comes the possibility of increased housing value as more people move to the area. Yet, while 

it’s true that new resources and improved housing equity should be a positive thing, the value of 

development projects must be based on additional considerations. The type of development, the 

policies surrounding that development, and the level of current-resident inclusion should also be 

weighed. This chapter focuses on history, power, and the ways in which development design 

must involve community input that recognizes pre-existing capacity. Without it, communities 

risk losing their authentic identity, culture, and inherent power. 

Engineered Power and Opportunity 

When a community’s identity is portrayed as somehow lacking, outside voices often 

attempt to intervene in order to solve the prescribed “problems.” An example can be found in 

repeated media narrative about crime or poverty. Myron Orfield, a professor at the University of 

Minnesota Law School and director of the Institute on Metropolitan Opportunity, is one voice 

attempting to correct such problems. Orfield, well-known in the Twin Cities among planners and 

community activists for his “contrary” views on housing solutions (Melo, 2014), recently 

published a report entitled “Are Minneapolis and St. Paul Gentrifying?” (Orfield, 2016). In it, 

Orfield argues that the problems experienced in the Twin Cities are not, in fact, symptoms of 

gentrification but rather of housing segregation. He posits that precautions against gentrification 

are unnecessary and that the real focus should be on spreading out people of color and low-

income residents by way of affordable housing development in more affluent communities. This 
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idea is nothing new, from Orfield or from policy-shaping rhetoric in general, especially as it 

pertains to affordable housing.  

Hope VI was one undertaking by the United States Department of Housing and Urban 

Development meant to address low income housing concerns. Set into motion in the early 90s, 

Hope VI’s generally admirable objectives, as published in a 2004 report from the Urban Institute, 

continue to trickle into current housing policy: 

● to improve the living environment for residents of severely distressed public 

housing through the demolition, rehabilitation, reconfiguration, or replacement of 

obsolete projects (or portions thereof); 

● to revitalize sites on which such public housing projects are located and contribute 

to the improvement of the surrounding neighborhood; 

● to provide housing that will avoid or decrease the concentration of very low-

income families; and 

● to build sustainable communities (Popkins et al, 2004, p. 1-2) 

The key concepts of “revitalization” and “sustainable communities” are present, and the 

implication of improved equity make such goals rational. However, attempts to eradicate urban 

poverty can also force people out of their communities. With construction to improve or rebuild 

housing altogether, physical engineering meets social engineering as people are removed from 

their homes. Still, if the ultimate goal is to improve the lives of the people involved, a temporary 

disruption might be worthwhile.  

Unfortunately, these programs have questionable success rates. The new developments 

often result in less public housing units available, leaving many people without the option of 

moving back. Furthermore, moving already vulnerable individuals out of public housing means 
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potentially displacing them from the neighborhood altogether. To Orfield, this is seen as one way 

of encouraging desegregation. Communities of color are disproportionately low-income, and 

Orfield asserts that continuing to build affordable housing in historically low-income 

neighborhoods is feeding a detrimental cycle. Yet, displacing people from their neighborhoods 

also means potentially leaving them with less social capital. This creates challenges for youth 

forced to change schools or school districts, and poses additional transportation and job 

opportunity barriers, among other amenity losses.  

Interestingly, as aforementioned, the history of a problem may be hidden or overlooked 

in the discussions about possible solutions. In the case of housing segregation, one piece of that 

history falls under the umbrella of redlining, defined as “a discriminatory practice by which 

banks, insurance companies, etc., refuse or limit loans, mortgages, insurance, etc., within specific 

geographic areas, especially inner-city neighborhoods,” (Dictionary.com). One example of 

redlining and an enormously overlooked catalyst of both housing and education inequity is the 

implementation of the G.I. Bill. The early days of segregation that followed the abolition of 

slavery and were carried out by Jim Crow laws were especially solidified through discriminatory 

home sales, including the denial of Black veterans to benefit from the G.I. Bill’s low-rate 

mortgage loans following World War II. While the policy itself did not out rightly discriminate, 

it allowed local discretion (Kotz, 2005) and what followed was an inequitable distribution of 

subsidized housing favoring White veterans and their families. The ramifications of this cannot 

be understated, and must be acknowledged in order to appropriately address the current housing 

crisis. 
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Figure 8. 1935 planning map of Minneapolis, updated in 2014 by Geoff Maas of the Metropolitan Council. 

 

The creation of the Interstate Highway systems and the history of neighborhood 

delineation are also crucial in understanding the present state of neighborhoods. The construction 

of such roadways aided in both concentrating and destroying primarily Black neighborhoods. 

Figure 8 is an updated version of a 1935 planning map which depicts the class- and race-driven 

boundaries used in Minneapolis development design. Similar versions of this map have 

circulated in recent years as evidence of the social engineering that led to the current state of 

inequity in the Twin Cities. This particular version (Maas, 2014) was updated to include modern 

landmarks, roadways, and neighborhood names so that viewers can better understand how 

connected this city is to its history. The historically Black and immigrant populated 

neighborhoods which were, in 1935, deemed “Negro Section,” “Negroes,” and “Foreign Born” 

are now parts of North Minneapolis as well as the Seven Corners area of Cedar-Riverside. While 
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laws may have changed in an attempt to make housing more equitable, certain neighborhoods 

continue to receive the “slum” designation that was established over 80 years ago.  

Orfield postulates that these concentrations of poverty must be dealt with through the 

increase of affordable housing in more prosperous neighborhoods, including wealthy suburbs. 

He believes that this approach, which is arguably a form of displacement, is the best way to 

desegregate cities based on race and class. His logic is that opportunities for low-income families 

will improve in areas with more economic investment. Yet, migration patterns between inner-

cities and outer suburbs are well-documented. The term “White flight,” coined not too far ahead 

of the term “gentrification” itself, describes the tendency for White families to flee 

neighborhoods as people of color move in. Orfield’s failure to acknowledge this is especially 

frustrating when dealing with the topic of gentrification. As more middle-to-upper class families 

move into the urban core, what will happen to the suburbs? Moving low-income people to these 

currently-affluent neighborhoods ultimately leaves them with less access to social capital. For 

families of color, there is also the threat of racial tensions and further decreased opportunity in 

the wake of potential White flight.  

Separating and dispersing communities strips them of their communal power. By 

effectively taking away the opportunity for better housing within the pre-existing community, 

figures such as Orfield are positing a “solution” that threatens to continue a legacy of destroying 

communities of color. As egregious racial disparities in the Twin Cities are increasingly brought 

to light, it would be an oversight to research gentrification while ignoring its connections to race, 

and heedless to exclude the ways in which traditional research and delivery methods have 

worsened those racial disparities. Instead, these factors need to be explicitly considered while 
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also exploring pre-existing strengths and weaknesses within vulnerable neighborhoods and 

networks.  

Community Partnerships 

There are a variety of indicators used to determine neighborhood vulnerability to 

gentrification. Myron Orfield’s research on the Twin Cities “examines a range of characteristics 

associated with gentrification for the period from 2000 to 2013, including income, poverty, racial 

transition, displacement, home ownership, house values, rents, vacancies and affordability of the 

housing stock,” (2016, p. 1). The study relied on census data from 2000, 2005-2009, and 2009-

2013, making the most recent numbers roughly three years old. While this may seem minimal for 

certain types of research, it is an important note considering the report specifically mentions that 

the processes resulting in gentrification are typically “very rapid in nature” (p. 3). Despite this, 

Orfield’s report ultimately deems the Twin Cities as not at risk of gentrifying and even attempts 

to discredit researchers, organizers, and local politicians who attempt to shield vulnerable 

communities from the potential consequences of such neighborhood change.   

 Still, plenty of the neighborhoods deemed “vulnerable” to gentrification have strong arts 

organizations, active local artists, and neighborhood organizations that leverage social capital. 

This capital allows for better mediation in neighborhoods where decisions threaten to culturally 

or geographically displace residents. It is false to assume that neighborhoods are not vulnerable 

simply because indicators do not suggest gentrification. Such claims do not take into account 

efforts being made on the ground. Orfield asserts, “voices have argued that unless resources to 

gentrifying neighborhoods are maintained or even increased, long-time residents will find 

themselves pushed into ever-more marginal living conditions,” (p. 1). It is an oversimplification 

to state that, based on raw data existing prior to new development, gentrification is not, and has 
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not been, a threat. Perhaps, instead, it is the resources utilized within those neighborhoods that 

has, so far, kept data from showing Orfield’s prescribed signs of gentrification. 

 Wing Young Huie’s art work along Lake Street touched several of the neighborhoods 

deemed vulnerable. Within these Minneapolis neighborhoods exist groups such as the Corcoran 

Neighborhood Organization (CNO), Powderhorn Park Neighborhood Association (PPNA), and 

Central Area Neighborhood Development Organization (CANDO). CNO has taken an active role 

in grassroots organizing to “improve and protect multifamily housing and renters rights” in the 

Corcoran Neighborhood (“Renters Committee” Webpage, 2015). PPNA has worked with local 

organizations such as the Center for Urban and Regional Affairs (CURA) at the University of 

Minnesota to explore the experience of Latinx renters in the Powderhorn Park Neighborhood. 

They did so by gathering information about challenges for residents (especially renters), 

neighborhood amenities, and other data to help improve community decision-making processes 

(Olson, 2015).  

 CANDO infamously battled with the Seward Community Co-op as they were developing 

the Seward Friendship Store on the border of Central and Bryant Neighborhoods. While the need 

for fresh produce and generally improved food access was certainly present in the area, CANDO 

attempted to work with Seward to create a Community Benefits Agreement (CBA) that would 

thwart some of the gentrification fears harbored by community members. There was pushback 

from Seward throughout the process, namely due to concerns about overhead costs, and the CBA 

was not ultimately passed. However, due to conversations held between CANDO and Seward, 

several of the demands were ultimately implemented. These include the provision of living wage 

jobs, discounts for low-income residents of the community, and hiring staff that better reflects 

the communities served by the business (Seward Community Co-op, 2016).  
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 Huie’s work along University Avenue also touched neighborhoods with strong 

community organizations, including Frogtown Neighborhood Association (FNA) in St. Paul. 

FNA, founded in 1970, serves several neighborhoods along University Avenue working to 

address issues impacting residents and businesses in the area. Along the creative arts vein, FNA 

has a subgroup called the “Creative Thinkers” which they describe as: 

A movement amongst Frogtown Artists, with the vision to uplift the community of 

Frogtown through arts-based initiatives. The idea is to utilize art as a tool to engage and 

enlighten community, while partnering with local organizations, businesses, schools and 

residents. (Frogtown Neighborhood Association website, n.d.) 

While Huie’s work may not be directly defined through FNA or the aforementioned Minneapolis 

neighborhood organizations, it is important to understand the larger network through which 

neighborhoods and communities are empowered to combat issues they face.  

 Mixed Blood Theatre, located solely in the Cedar-Riverside Neighborhood, collaborates 

with the local West Bank Community Coalition (WBCC). Performances and subject matter often 

cater to the interests of nearby residents, exemplifying WBCC’s work. Film screenings and 

community discussions are also sponsored by Mixed Blood, determined with participation from 

WBCC members. In one case, a campaign to raise the Minneapolis minimum wage to $15 led to 

the development of a program, with a film screening and discussion, organized by WBCC and 

hosted at Mixed Blood Theatre (West Bank Community Coalition, 2016). The relationship 

between the two organizations is a great example of combining community and the arts to 

explore power and social change. 

 In North Minneapolis, home to Juxtaposition Arts (JXTA), there are countless 

neighborhood, community, and faith-based organizations. Due to JXTA’s location, the West 
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Broadway Business and Area Coalition (WBC) is a particularly important partner in activating 

community capacity. Like JXTA, they seek to better the community by building on pre-existing 

assets. Specifically, their mission is “to create an inviting and vital West Broadway Corridor and 

to transform the Northside into a thriving economic community,” (West Broadway Business and 

Area Coalition, n.d.). The language can be compared to that of many projects threatening 

gentrification, yet their goal is specifically about benefitting the people and culture that already 

exists in the area. This means proactively working toward protecting residents from cultural and 

geographic displacement through the creation of local committees that oversee Requests for 

Qualifications (RFQs) when development projects are proposed.  One such committee is the 

Creative Placemaking Committee which works, at times with JXTA staff and youth, to:  

Build vibrant, distinctive, and sustainable communities through the arts. It engages artists 

and others in building social fabric and local economies while making physical, place-

based improvements, leveraging the distinctive character and creative and cultural 

resources of each place,” (West Broadway Business and Area Coalition website, n.d.).  

By collaborating to achieve similar community-centric goals, both WBC and JXTA leverage 

stronger and more meaningful power. 

Community-Owned 

 While collaborative community groups make strides building on community capacity, 

there is a lingering perception that homeowners and business-owners are hierarchically 

privileged over renters. This seemingly grants them with special rights that extend beyond their 

property, having a stronger voice in decisions about development and overall neighborhood 

change. Neighborhood boards are more likely to exclude renters, in part because there is a higher 

likelihood of mobility. At the same time, renters are still very much community stakeholders. In 
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fact, renters are actually far more susceptible to some of the damaging consequences that might 

occur due to neighborhood change. In many instances, they have lower incomes and fewer 

options when it comes to transportation and access to necessary amenities.  

Despite the dichotomy between renters versus home- and business-owners, arts 

organizations valuing authenticity, engagement, and diverse perspectives give people within the 

community a more comprehensive feeling of ownership over that space. Rather than legal 

ownership driving obligatory caretaking, engagement lends itself to a more organic and 

communal sense of responsibility. Simultaneously, arts organizations are able to provide 

outsiders with a unique window into the community through alternative narrative, identity, and 

discourse. In recent years, one neighborhood has especially fought to not only change 

perceptions, but also appoint leadership that better represents residents and their interests: The 

Cedar-Riverside Neighborhood. 

Cedar-Riverside has a long history of being home to renters, and immigrant populations 

in particular. In the early twentieth century, it was home to a booming Scandinavian immigrant 

population, and as previously noted, it is currently home to a large Somali and Somali-American 

population. Beyond discrimination based on religious affiliation and ethnicity, Somali residents 

of the Cedar-Riverside neighborhood face a host of additional challenges that might otherwise 

stifle their power. According to data from the U.S. Census Bureau’s 2010-2014 American 

Community Survey, Cedar-Riverside’s housing is 80.6 percent renter occupied, 69.2 percent of 

whom spend a third or more of their gross income on housing. Further, 52.7 percent of the 

population living in the Cedar-Riverside Neighborhood speak a language other than English, and 

28.3 percent speak English less than “very well,” (Minnesota Compass). Despite these barriers, 

the community has successfully rallied to make their voices heard at the local decision-making 
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level. Cedar-Riverside resident Abdi Warsame made history in 2013 when he became the first 

Somali-American elected to the Minneapolis City Council. In August 2016, fellow Cedar-

Riverside resident Ilhan Omar won her party’s nomination in the primaries and has since become 

the first Somali-American legislator in the United States as well as the first Muslim woman to 

hold office in the State of Minnesota.  

 While it would be unfair to give credit to any one person or organization for engaging the 

people of Cedar-Riverside and paving the way for new voices in leadership, Mixed Blood 

Theatre has certainly taken an admirable role in encouraging an environment that puts ownership 

of the community into the hands of its residents. In an earlier section, the play Ku soo Dhawaada 

Xaafadeena (Welcome to Our Neighborhood), was explored in relation to generating 

neighborhood narrative. While the play was co-produced by two theatres and written by 

screenwriter-playwright David L. Grant, it was largely made possible by way of community 

conversations and input from young Somali actors. Director John Beuche was quoted as saying: 

We’ve gotten to work with the ensemble of 16 youth and young adults since December, 

and that’s been an amazing amount of time to build team spirit, acting skills, and, most 

importantly, have them very involved in developing the story, generating and gathering 

feedback on the script as it’s developed. (Hobbes, 2011) 

By creating an atmosphere in which not only residents but especially youth residents feel 

welcome to share their viewpoints, Mixed Blood and its partnerships cultivate a community 

where decision-making is shared by the people existing within that space. It makes sense, then, 

that the feelings of ownership would translate to engagement in the development processes that 

threaten to displace certain aspects of the community, and that residents would be strong 

advocates for appropriate development choices actually serving the neighborhood.  
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 Like Cedar-Riverside, immigrant populations and people of color have long called North 

Minneapolis ‘home’. In the documentary, Cornerstones: A History of North Minneapolis 

(University of Minnesota Urban Research and Outreach-Engagement Center, TPT Twin Cities, 

2011), the stories of residents and former residents of the Northside recall important community 

spaces that have brought together diverse populations, namely Jewish and African American 

people. Public housing projects and settlement houses were community gathering and creativity 

meccas. In the film, the Phyllis Wheatley Settlement House is even referred to as home to the 

“Black Renaissance” of Minnesota. Yet in the 1960s, anti-Semitic sentiments were declining and 

racial tensions increasing. The documentary explores the subsequent white flight as Jewish 

residents fled the Northside. Rather than focusing on the plethora of reasons for the race riots 

that occurred along Plymouth Avenue during this time (segregation, lack of opportunity, 

disinvestment, to name a few), the memory and perception of North Minneapolis as home to 

violence has largely clouded the rich history of creativity and spaces for community building that 

continues to drive the area.  

As evidenced in preceding chapters, Juxtaposition Arts is one such space that carries 

forward the community building spirit of North Minneapolis. JXTA prioritizes residents, with an 

emphasis on Northside youth. This means youth across neighborhoods interact and engage in an 

intersectional ownership of community through their mutual after-school activity and 

experiences. It is especially innovative to create a dynamic where youth residents are empowered 

to take ownership of space, and JXTA does this not only through education but also through 

caretaking and placemaking efforts in both public and private space. For example, they develop 

murals and “pocket parks” (JXTA Portfolio, p. 7) that beautify and personalize the Northside. In 

neighborhoods and communities that are largely low-income and otherwise disinvested and 
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disenfranchised, it is both exceptional and crucial to aid youth in recognizing and utilizing their 

capacity to create positive community change.  

Meanwhile, Wing Young Huie’s work both on Lake Street and University Avenue are 

collections of voices from many neighborhoods with varying perspectives, age, race, spiritual 

beliefs, gender, sexual orientation, abilities, and relationships to the space. They don’t solely 

focus on the viewpoints of the homeowners and business-owners, or rely exclusively on blind 

data and media representations. Instead, they show community stakeholders in their 

environment. The images and stories depict held values and individual contributions to the 

neighborhoods in which they live, work, and play. In The University Avenue Project Volume 

One, Huie discusses the important contributions of immigrant populations and overall diversity 

found in the neighborhoods along University Avenue, saying, “More so than any other St. Paul 

street, University Avenue embodies the ethnic and cultural diversity of the modern city and the 

state” (2010, p. 14).  

Unfortunately, in the nearby area once known as the Rondo Neighborhood, there exists a 

history of diversity being code for powerless. In the 1960s, Rondo was subject to the damaging 

construction of Interstate 94, displacing primarily African American residents, destroying local 

businesses, and all but eradicating the community. It was precisely this all-too-recent memory 

that led to community members, especially residents of color, bringing a lawsuit forward against 

the construction of the Central Corridor light rail (Yuen, 2011). Ultimately, however, the lawsuit 

was mostly dismissed with the judge believing that long-term benefits outweighed short-term 

consequences for business-owners and residents alike. There is a flippancy worth exploring in 

the recognized historic dismissal of communities of color as well as the ease with which 

institutions deny the possibility (and extent) of damage until it is too late. The importance of 
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Huie’s work is especially obvious, then, as a way of not only documenting areas prior to change 

but also amplifying the voices and faces of the people whose neighborhoods are undergoing that 

change.  
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CHAPTER FIVE: CONCLUSIONS 

 

As Whole Foods arrives, hope departs. Ethnic restaurants will be replaced with half an 

aisle dedicated to “international ingredients.” Greek will be the only variety of yogurt and 

the quality of kale will be as high as the rent for an alcove studio. Lana Del Rey will be 

elected to the city’s council. There will be a great migration of former residents to more 

affordable housing. As they are loading their U-Hauls, one of them, a man without a 

ukulele, will look to the heavens and ask “Why?” He will hear the voice whisper a single 

word: “Kombucha.”  

-Zain Khalid, The Four Horseman of Gentrification, 2015 

 
 

Many discussions of gentrification flatly refer to cultural establishments that cater to the 

hipster whims of the White young professional class. As a millennial White woman who mostly 

grew up in a suburb just outside of the Twin Cities but now lives in South Minneapolis, I must 

acknowledge my own part in the gentrification process. I appreciate brunch, breweries, and 

artisanal everything. I’m college-educated, middle-class, and have had the privilege of finding a 

living-wage job as well as safe and affordable rental housing without the color of my skin or my 

citizen status impeding. In light of the subject matter of this project, withholding these truths 

would be dishonest. At the same time, it is as much my responsibility as anyone’s to question 

developmental decisions and the potential repercussions for people in our shared community. 

Recognizing and acknowledging the history of the space we occupy is crucial to addressing 

present maladies. By centering the stories of others, we are better able to figure out where we 

best fit in moving forward.  

In the same way it takes a village to raise a child, it takes community to build a 

neighborhood. Policymakers and political leaders have their place, but history has shown time 

and again how policy decisions, when implemented from the top-down, too frequently damage 

the working class and people of color (POC). Whether it’s with housing, transportation, or 
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cultural amenities that economically benefit middle- and upper-class Whites, inequities in the 

Twin Cities in particular are in dire need of being addressed. To reiterate, Myron Orfield (2016) 

suggests that the solution is to focus on housing development in more affluent neighborhoods 

with the goal of breaking up urban concentrations of poverty. These spaces to be broken up also 

happen to be areas with larger populations of POC. As history has shown, this approach has 

questionable success rates, and can potentially destroy or at the very least disrupt momentum for 

already-vulnerable and disenfranchised communities. It is, in its own way, a form of 

displacement. Concentrating all new affordable housing developments in wealthier 

neighborhoods is a social engineering experiment with POC taking the greatest risk. Orfield’s 

faith in exurban communities as areas of opportunity neglects to account for the importance of 

social capital and community power, let alone basic infrastructure like public transportation. In a 

nation divided, it is naive to assume that moving people to an area of resources is the same as 

granting them access.  

 As xenophobic rhetoric infiltrates the American consciousness, Minnesota must also 

acknowledge that we are home to vast immigrant populations. We must examine our history, 

acknowledge our present, and determine how to move forward. This project has led with the 

prevailing notion that narrative can influence power and policy. The political threat of 

deportation and further marginalization of immigrant communities thus elevates the need for 

stories complicating the dominant narrative. The demagogue’s claim that immigrants somehow 

weaken society is a fallacy, and art has the power to expose such ludicrous fear-mongering for 

what it is.  

Communities’ collective power is greater when there are organizations and individuals 

actively engaging in the process of equitable representation. No one better knows a 
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neighborhood than those who live, work, and play in that space, day in and day out. This 

research has shown ways in which art acts as a catalyst, vesting residents with the responsibility 

of seeking greater understanding of their neighbors and of the shared space they occupy. Such 

understanding is integral to appropriately approaching local decision-making. In the Twin Cities, 

a metro area known for its arts and culture scene, artists and arts organizations have been notably 

dynamic forces in bringing residents together, collaborating with other organizations, and 

building the types of relationships necessary to create social change.  

 Creative placemaking is one way of asserting a community’s identity and resilience. 

When public art resources are allocated to artists representative of the demographics of the 

neighborhood, they are better able to generate narratives that humanize residents. This allows for 

expression that counters crime statistics or other negative stereotypes associated with the low-

income urban core and perpetuated by the media. Wing Young Huie, Mixed Blood Theatre, and 

Juxtaposition Arts (JXTA) all participate in this reappropriation of neighborhood narrative 

through creative placemaking and, in doing so, they empower residents to actively occupy space.  

 By engaging in the creation of neighborhood narrative, residents are able to learn about 

issues impacting other social groups, discover intersectional needs within the community, and 

also explore ways in which others have overcome similar challenges. Community-led, creative 

problem-solving is thus a key component to combating development that threatens to gentrify. 

Instead of top-down “revitalization,” this approach centers the stories of marginalized 

communities in a way that not only prioritizes their needs and interests but also builds upon 

community assets and existing capacity. By offering greater access to the creative sector and 

civic engagement, artists and arts organizations are able to encourage increased innovation and 

design-oriented thinking in communities. Such communities are then empowered to explore 
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more holistic solutions to societal inequities. There is also increased incentive for relationship 

building and collaboration amongst citizens when the reward is an improved grassroots capacity 

for power. Art provides space for learning as well as the crucial element of hope, which ideally 

translates into advocacy.  

 Real change is possible when these relationships are built and conversations had. 

Neighborhood organizations partnering with artists and arts organizations are stronger as allies 

than they are if operating separately from one another. Arts organizations like Mixed Blood and 

JXTA are more successful when they work not only for their communities but collaboratively 

with them. Similarly, Huie’s photographic journey would not be as successful if it weren’t for the 

eager participation of his subjects and subsequent viewing audience, all willing to engage with 

one another and with the work. When the power is in the hands of the people, rather than 

exclusively implemented upon communities from the top-down, it is more likely to be enacted 

equitably and successfully.  

 Of course, there is still a question of whether or not gentrification is happening in 

Minneapolis and St. Paul. Orfield’s data suggests that it is not. But perhaps more important than 

determining whether gentrification is happening or has already happened, the focus should be on 

how to prevent displacement moving forward. Promoting desegregation by placing affordable 

housing in affluent neighborhoods is historically problematic. Instead of removing people from 

their communities, neighborhoods should be granted the opportunity to grow and thrive within 

their changing environment. Residents should directly benefit from urban revival and the influx 

of new resources. The Twin Cities have strength through creative and grassroots community 

organizations, especially in neighborhoods with a history of disenfranchisement. Such 

neighborhoods have experienced disinvestment and recognize their susceptibility to 
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displacement-threatening development. Artists and arts organizations have the ability to rebuild 

trust within those communities, and encourage residents who have experienced hardship to bring 

their insight and wisdom to the table. As long as energy and resources continue to flow toward 

organizations focused on the people in the communities they serve, the odds of preserving 

residents’ stories, culture, and power continues to grow. 
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